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What is Minimalism & How It Can Change Your Life 

 

BEFORE WATCHING 

Who is a shopaholic? 

 get into debt / be in debt 

 disposible income 

 money is tight 

 clutter 

What could shopaholics do to overcome their addiction? 

 cut back on expenses 

 manage 

 simplify 

 downsize 

 get rid of something 

 give away 

Watch the video and answer the questions: 

1. What is minimalism? How does Mat define it? 

2. There is a wide range of ways you can interpret minimalism – how does Mat explain it? 

3. Why is becoming a minimalist a personal process? When you answer the question, focus on both: the fact that it’s 

personal and that it’s a process. 

4. According to Mat and Danielle, what are the three aspects of being a minimalist? Complete the table: 

physical 

space 

 

time 

management 

 

financial 

impact 

 

 

 

5. How long have Mat and Danielle been minimalists? What did their life look like before?  

6. What did they change five years ago? What has happened since then? 

AFTER WATCHING 

What do you think about minimalism? Would you like to apply these ideas to your lifestyle? 
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VOCABULARY BOOSTER 

Use the following words and expressions in the sentences below. 

 cluttered 

 cut back on 

 debt 

 downsize 

 gave away 

 getting rid of 

 income 

 manage 

 simplifying 

 tight 

\ 

1. Minimalism is basically _______________ your life down to the essentials. 

2. So when you become more aware of the money you’re spending and trying to _______________ those expenses that 

are not necessary, you might be able to see a little bit more money at the bank at the end of every month, which might 

allow you to get out of _______________, maybe travel a bit more, or maybe start saving money, thinking about retiring 

a bit earlier. 

3. The first one and the most common is your physical space, so how _______________ is your living space 

4. The financial impact of minimalism on your life is obviously gonna depend on your financial situation, how much 

disposable _______________ you have, if any 

5. So some people might not find that they’re saving that much money at the end of every month, but maybe it’s a little 

bit less _______________  than it was before for example 

6. It’s really common these days for people, ourselves included, to fill our days with work and social media and activities 

and hangouts and it can get really overwhelming really quickly if we don’t _______________  that. 

7. Maybe the first time you _______________, you got rid of too much and you might feel that you’re missing something, 

so might need to get a few things back. 

8. The really important part of downsizing  is not just _______________ stuff, but also making sure that you don’t keep 

bringing in new things into your life. 

9. We _______________ most of our stuff and we started travelling. 

 

Answer the questions: 

1. What do you usually do with the clothes that you don’t wear anymore? Do you throw them away or do you give them away? 

2. What is the last thing you got rid of? 

3. If you decided to become a minimalist, which kind of objects would be most difficult for you to downsize? 

4. Having a cluttered desk is thought to be a sign of genius – do you agree? 

5. Which aspect of your life would you like to simplify? 

6. What do people usually spend too much money on? What kind of expenses should they cut back on? 

7. What is disposable income? What percentage of the money should be allocated for our disposable income? 

8. How can we teach children to manage their finances? 

9. What advice would you give to a person who says that money is tight at the end of the month? 

10. Working as a debt collector is considered to be one of the most unpopular jobs. Do you agree? 

 

Go to Quizlet for more practice: https://quizlet.com/_4vp5q7 


